MINUTES, UNDERGRADUATE CURRICULUM SUBCOMMITTEE
CALIFORNIA STATE UNIVERSITY, FRESNO
5240 N. Jackson Avenue, M/S UC43
Fresno, California 93740-8023
Office of the Academic Senate  Ext. 8-2743

September 13, 2011

Members Present:                 K. Clement (Chair), J. Crossfield
                                A. Hasson, K. Robles Smith,
                                P. Heuston.

Members Absent:

Visitors:                         L. Goto.

Meeting called to order by Chair Clement at 2:05 pm in the Haak Ctr. Boardroom,
#4115, 4th Floor, Henry Madden Library.

1. Minutes. No Minutes to Approve.
2. Agenda. MSC to approve the Agenda as distributed.
3. Communications and Announcements.
   Communication to Department: Inactive Courses
4. Program and Course Proposals.
5. Consent Calendar Items.

DISCUSSION ITEMS:

PROGRAM PROPOSALS:
Certificate in Sports and Entertainment Facility Management- M.S.C to Approve.

Certificate in Special Event Planning- M.S.C to Approve.

Certificate in Adventure-Based Programming- M.S.C to Approve.

PROGRAM PROPOSALS:
Chinese Minor- First Read. Course enrollment clarification: CHIN 2A, CHIN 2B, Ling
140T. What are the expectations of library holdings to support the Chinese minors?

NEW COURSE PROPOSALS:
CHIN 100    Advanced Chinese- First Read. Clarify concerns related to Chinese
Minor Proposal, library holdings/support, and course enrollment numbers.
PROGRAM PROPOSALS:
Mass Communication Major- M.S.C to Approve pending clarification of unit counts.

PROGRAM PROPOSALS:
B.A. in Communication- First Read. Awaiting clarification from department on course unit totals, streamlined course proposal format, course debate participation language for COMM 15 and COMM 115.

COURSE CHANGES:
College of Arts and Humanities
COMM 15 Forensics Laboratory- First Read- Clarify unit counts, course repeat unit count, course/debate participation language.

COMM 115 Advanced Forensics Laboratory- First Read- Clarify unit counts, course repeat unit count, course/debate participation language.

PROGRAM PROPOSALS:
Modern and Classical Languages and Literatures
Credit Allowance in Foreign Language- M.S.C to Approve.

COURSE CHANGES:
College of Arts and Humanities
SPAN 1A Elementary Spanish- M.S.C to Approve.
SPAN 1B Elementary Spanish- M.S.C to Approve.
SPAN 2A Spanish for Communication- M.S.C to Approve.
SPAN 2B Spanish for Communication- M.S.C to Approve.

Consent Calendar Items:
College of Arts and Humanities
MCJ 114 Media Operations Deletion
MCJ 119 Broadcast Media Projects Deletion
MCJ 160 Investigating Media Issues Deletion
MCJ 166 Film/Television Criticism Deletion
MCJ 168 Media Culture Deletion
MCJ 188 Proseminar in Broadcast media Management Deletion
MCJ 186 Radio Management Practicum Deletion
MCJ 182 Broadcast programming Deletion

Craig School of Business
ACCT 165 International Accounting Prerequisites
FIN 120 Principles of Finance Description
FIN 123 Business Forecasting Units, Description
FIN 129 Student Investment Fund Prerequisites

College of Health and Human Services
HHS 100T Selected Topics in the Health and Human Services Professions
Agenda.
1. Communications/Announcements.
3. Communications and Announcements.
4. Program and Course Proposals.
5. Consent Calendar Items.